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Kenvin Form Martial Arts Academy 

Martial Art Glossary 
	
Aikido		 (Japanese;	eye-key-dough);	Literally,	“Way	of	harmony	with	the	

universe”.		A	martial	art	formed	from	Jiu	Jitsu	and	Aikijitsu	by	
Morihei	Ueshiba	at	the	turn	of	the	last	century.		Aikido	
emphasizes	balance	and	harmony	with	oneself	and	one’s	
opponent,	and	seeks	to	control,	throw	or	redirect	an	opponent’s	
energy	in	a	logical,	rational	manner.	

Arigato	/	Domo	
Arigato	/	Arigato	
Gozaimasu	

(Japanese;	ar-ee-gah-toh);	“Thank	you”.	Arigato	is	the	casual	
usage,	Arigato	Gozaimasu	is	the	formal	usage.	Domo	Arigato	is	
“Thank	you	very	much.”	

Ude	Garame	/	
Americana	Arm	
Bar	/	Keylock	

An	arm	bar	applied	to	opponent’s	arm	that	is	bent	90	degrees	at	
the	elbow.		Also	referred	to	as	a	“Keylock”,	or	sometimes	
“Hammer	Lock”,	this	is	essentially	an	Ude	Garame	(“arm	
entanglement”)	lock.		See	Ude	Garame.	

Atemi	 (Japanese;	ah-tem-me);	Literally,	“smashing	the	eyes”.		An	
Aikido	technique	of	delivering	a	quick	punch	to	the	face/eyes	
(solar	plexus,	neck	and	other	soft	areas	may	also	be	targeted)	of	
an	opponent.		The	technique	is	not	necessarily	intended	to	
injure,	though	it	can	be	used	as	such,	but	to	distract,	and	is	
therefore	almost	always	followed	by	another	technique.	

Bo	 (Japanese;	bow);	Staff,	typically	6’	long,	made	of	hardwood.	
Bojutsu	 (Japanese;	bow-joot-sue);	Art	of	the	staff.	
Bu	 (Japanese;	boo);	Military.		Used	in	Bujutsu	(“military	arts”),	

Bushi	(“warrior”,	a	common	name	for	Samurai),	Budo	(“way	of	
Samuari”,	a	common	reference	used	to	denote	the	martial	arts	
of	Japan).	

Brazilian	Jiu	Jitsu	 Form	of	Jiu	Jitsu	founded	in	Brazil	by	Helio	Gracie	(1913-2009),	
developed,	taught	and	actively	promoted	worldwide	by	the	
Gracie	family	and	others.		The	art	was	adapted	from	Judo	and	
Jiu	Jitsu,	Japanese	arts	brought	to	Brazil	as	part	of	Japan’s	
cultural	and	economic	expansion	of	the	early	1900’s.	

Char-ye-ot	/		
Cha-ryut	

(Korean;	chair-ee-yot);	Attention.	

Chigau	/	
Chigaumasu/	Iie	

(Japanese;	chee-gow);	“No,	not	quite.”	Also	used	more	formally	
as	“Chigaumasu”.	Japanese	rarely	say	“No”	directly	in	casual	or	
everyday	conversation,	and	the	language	and	society	are	built	
on	politeness.	Therefore	it	is	more	common	to	say	“not	quite”	or	
“maybe	not”	with	chigaumasu.		In	a	business	meeting	or	some	
other	more	formal	setting	it	might	be	appropriate	to	say	“Iie”	
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(pronounced	“ee-ay”)	to	indicate	a	firm	“No”.	
Daisho	 (Japanese;	die-show);	“Twin	swords”.	Typically	a	Katana	and	a	

Wakizashi	carried	in	tandem	by	a	Samurai.	
Dojo	/	Dojang	 (Japanese;	dough-joe);	School	or	practice	hall.	Dojang	is	the	

Korean	equivalent.	
Escrima	 (Philippine;	ess-scream-ah);	Stick	and	sword	fighting	martial	

arts	of	the	Philippines.	
Figure	Four	 (US)	Grappling	hold	originating	in	Jiu	Jitsu	whereby	an	

opponent’s	limb	or	joint	is	secured	in	a	‘figure	four’	pattern	
involving	either	the	arms	or	legs.		Using	the	arms,	one’s	own	
wrist	is	grabbed	by	your	other	hand	after	encircling	an	
opponent’s	limb	or	joint	(as	in	Ude	Garame).		Using	the	legs,	
one’s	own	leg	wraps	around	the	opponent’s	limb	or	joint	(e.g.	
neck)	and	is	secured	by	your	other	leg	(such	as	in	the	Triangle	
Choke).	

Flying	Arm	Bar	 A	Juji	Gatame	(arm	bar)	applied	by	using	one’s	own	weight	in	a	
controlled	fall	to	disrupt	the	balance	of	an	opponent	and	
drawing	them	into	the	arm	bar.		This	is	classified	as	a	Sutemi	
technique	as	it	sacrifices	position	to	off-balance	the	opponent.	

Gaeshi	 (Japanese;	gai-shee)	“Twist”	or	reversal.	Usually	in	reference	to	
a	joint	manipulation	or	submission.	

Gi	/	Dobak	 (Japanese;	ghee);	Uniform.	Dobak	is	the	Korean	equivalent.	
Gogoplata	 (Portuguese/Brazilian;	go-go-plah-tuh);	Shin	choke/strangle.		
Guard	/	Scissor	 Primary	ground	defensive	position,	though	many	offensive	

techniques	can	be	applied,	where	the	legs	are	used	to	control	an	
opponent’s	weight	and	balance	by	controlling	their	hips,	center	
of	gravity	and	balance,	preventing	them	from	obtaining	a	more	
dominating	position,	and	setting	up	various	attacks,	sweeps	and	
movements	of	your	own.	
	
Variants:	
- Closed	Guard	(legs	locked	at	the	ankles	around	the	

opponent)	
- Open	Guard	(legs	unlocked)	
- Half	Guard	(legs	locked	around	one	of	the	opponent’s	legs;	

opponent’s	hip	is	not	fully	controlled)	
Guruma	Nage	 (Japanese;	goo-room-ah	nah-gay);	“Wheel	throw”.		
Gyaku	Juji	Jime	 (Japanese;	gai-ah-koo-joo-jee-jee-me);	Cross	collar	choke.		

Actually	a	strangle,	this	technique	is	done	by	sliding	one’s	hands	
along	opposite	sides	of	an	opponent’s	neck	and	grasping	the	
opponent’s	collar	deeply.		The	resulting	grip	resembles	an	“X”.	
The	strangle	is	applied	by	drawing	the	opponent	in,	driving	the	
elbows	out	and	tightening	the	grip.	This	technique	can	render	
an	opponent	unconscious	in	as	little	as	6	seconds	and	therefore	
requires	great	care	when	training	or	applying	it.	
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Hadaka	Jime	 (Japanese;	hah-dahk-ah	gee-may);	Rear	naked	choke.	
Technically	a	strangle,	this	technique	can	render	an	opponent	
unconscious	in	as	little	as	6	seconds	by	cutting	off	the	blood	
supply	to	the	brain.	It	is	applied	by	circling	an	arm	around	an	
opponent’s	neck,	such	that	the	elbow	is	under	the	opponent’s	
chin.		The	forearm	is	then	drawn	up	tightly	and	the	hand	placed	
on	the	bicep	of	the	opposite	arm.		The	technique	is	locked	in	by	
placing	the	opposite	hand	on	the	back	of	the	opponent’s	head.	
Great	care	must	be	exercised	at	all	times	when	training	or	using	
any	technique	of	this	type.	

Hai	/	Ee	 (Japanese;	hi);	“Yes”	(formal)		“ee”	is	used	for	“Yes”	in	less	
formal	settings.		

Hanbo	 (Japanese,	Korean);	Short	staff.		Lengths	vary	but	typically	are	
less	than	4’.		Roughly	equivalent	to	Philippine	Escrima	stick.	

Hiji	 Japanese;	hee-jee);	Elbow.	
Hiji	Gaeshi	 (Japanese;	hee-jee-gai-shee);	Elbow	twist.		
Iaido	 (Japanese,	ee-eye-dough);	A	martial	art	focused	on	the	drawing	

of	the	samurai	sword.	Often,	the	quickest	draw	in	a	sword	fight	
was	the	winner	and	great	emphasis	was	therefore	placed	on	it.	

Ippon	 (Japanese;	ee-pon);		“One	full	point”,	also	occasionally	used	as	
or	in	the	name	of	various	Judo	throws	which,	when	executed	
properly	during	a	Judo	match,	is	awarded	a	full	point	.	

Kubi	 (Japanese;	koo-bee);	Neck.	
Seionage		 (Japanese;	ee-pon-say-oh-nah-gay);	Back	Carry	/	Shoulder	

throw.		A	throw	done	by	shooting	an	arm	under	an	opponent’s	
arm	pit,	generating	a	lifting	force,	and	with	the	opponent	off	
balance,	throwing	them	over	one’s	shoulder.	
	
Morote	Seionage	(“two	handed	back	carry	throw”)	is	similar,	
but	done	with	two	hands	grasping	the	sleeve/lapels/collar	of	
the	opponent.		Other	variations	apply.	

Irimi	 (Japanese;	ear-rim-mee);	“Bringing	in	the	whole	body”	or	
“entering	in”	with	the	whole	body.		Full	commitment	to	the	
entering	portion	of	a	technique.	

Jiu	Jitsu	 (Japanese;	joo-jit-soo);	“Gentle	art”.	A	Japanese	martial	art	
emphasizing	positional	control	and	manipulation,	unbalancing,	
throws,	joint	locks,	submissions,	chokes	and	strangles.		Derived	
from	the	grappling	of	Bujutsu,	or	“Military	arts”	practiced	by	the	
Samurai.		Jiu	Jitsu	is	the	origin	for	Judo,	Aikido,	Aikijitsu	and	
Brazilian	Jiu	Jitsu.		

Jo	 (Japanese;	joe);	Spear	or	long	staff.	
Joon	Bi	 (Korean;	june-bee);	Ready.	
Judo	 (Japanese;	joo-dough);	“Gentle	way”.		Developed	by	Jigoro	Kano,	

a	Jiu	Jitsu	student	in	Japan	at	the	turn	of	the	last	century.		Judo	
emphasizes	unbalancing	and	throwing	an	opponent	but	also	
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contains	joint	locks,	submissions,	chokes	and	strangles.	Kano	
derived	Judo	mainly	from	Jiu	Jitsu	because,	at	the	time,	Jiu	Jitsu	
was	often	perceived	as	a	barbaric	combat	art	mainly	used	by	
criminals	and	dishonorable	fighters	of	the	time.	

Juji	Gatame	 (Japanese;	Joo-gee	gah-tah-me);	Standard	straight	arm	bar.	
There	are	numerous	variations	of	Juji	Gatame	techniques.	

Kam	Sa	Ham	Ni	
Da	

(Korean;	kam-sahm-nee-dah);	Thank	you.	

Kamae	 (Japanese;	kam-my);	“Posture”.		Basic	stance	in	Aikido.	
Kani	Basami	/	
Flying	Scissor	

(Japanese;	kah-nee-bah-sah-me);	A	flying	scissor	
takedown/sweep.		

Karate	 (Japanese;	kah-rah-tay);	Literally,	“empty	hand”.		Kara=empty.	
Te=hand.	A	generic	term	for	the	many,	various	schools	of	
Japanese	martial	arts	emphasizing	strikes	using	various	parts	of	
the	body.		A	particular	style	of	Karate	is	called	a	“Ryu”,	as	in	
Shorin-Ryu,	Goju-Ryu	or	Isshin-Ryu.		Different	styles	of	Karate	
developed	throughout	Japan--in	Okinawa,	on	the	mainland--and	
throughout	the	world.		Shotokan	is	believed	to	be	the	most	
popular	style	of	Japanese	Karate	in	the	world.	

Kata	 (Japanese;	kah-tah);	Form	or	forms.	“Poomse”	and	“Kyeong”	are	
the	Korean	equivalents;	both	mean	the	same	thing	in	this	
context.	

Katana	 (Japanese;	kah-than-nuh);	Japanese	sword.		Main	weapon	of	the	
Samurai.		Said	to	be	the	hardest,	sharpest,	most	lethal	sword	
ever	devised,	it	is	formed	by	skilled,	honored	craftsmen	by	
constantly	folding,	heating	and	hammering	the	steel	until	all	
impurities	are	driven	out,	forming	an	incredibly	hard,	sharp	and	
resilient	blade.	

Kendo	 (Japanese;	ken-dough);	“Way	of	the	sword”.		Ken=sword,	
do=way	of.		Japanese	swordsmanship	and	martial	art.	From	
Kenjutsu,	or	sword	art	of	the	Samurai.		

Kesa	Gatame	 (Japanese;	kay-suh	gah-tah-me);	Scarf	hold.	A	ground	position	
whereby	the	opponent’s	upper	body	is	both	pinned	and	
controlled,	via	a	head	and	arm	control,	and	from	which	many	
attacks	and	submissions	can	be	performed.	

Kiai	 (Japanese;	key-eye);	Literally,	“to	express	one’s	energy”,	but	
more	commonly	(and	inaccurately)	translated	as	“roar”	or	
“shout”.		This	is	the	“shout”	that	often	accompanies	a	technique.	
Two	words	form	the	expression:	“ki”	(chi	in	Chinese)	meaning	
energy	or	life	energy,	and	“ai”	meaning	to	express.	

Kihap	 (Korean;	key-hop);	Same	as	kiai.	
Kimura	 (Japanese;	key-more-ah);	Shoulder	lock.		Named	after	Masahiko	

Kimura	(1917-1993),	one	of	the	most	famous	Judoka	(Judo	
practitioners)	in	history.		Kimura	defeated	Helio	Gracie	in	part	
by	using	an	Ude	Garame	lock	on	Gracie’s	shoulder.		As	a	tribute,	
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the	Gracie	family	gave	the	technique	its	now-common	name,	the	
“Kimura”.		In	the	traditional	Jiu	Jitsu	sense,	it	is	a	simple	Ude	
Garame	applied	to	the	arm	in	reverse	fashion	so	as	to	generate	
great	pressure	on	the	opponent’s	shoulder.	

Ko	Soto	Gake	 (Japanese;	Koe-soh-toe-gah-key);	Small/minor	outside	leg	
hook.		A	technique	with	several	variations.		In	its	basic	form,	it	
involves	stepping	outside	an	opponent’s	leg	and,	with	grips	
secured,	sweeping	the	opponent’s	forward	leg	under	and	across	
their	body	and	driving	the	opponent	downward	to	the	ground	
over	the	leg	and	hip.		Kuzushi	is	emphasized	strongly.	

Ko	Soto	Gari	 (Japanese;	Koe-soh-toe-gah-ree);	Outside	leg	reap/forward	foot	
sweep.		A	technique	with	several	variations.		In	its	basic	form,	it	
involves	drawing	the	opponent	forward	and,	just	before	their	
weight	is	placed	on	their	forward-stepping	foot,	sweeping	the	
foot	forward	in	the	direction	of	their	toes	and	driving	them	to	
the	ground	as	they	are	off	balanced.		Kuzushi	is	emphasized	
strongly	by	drawing	the	opponent	forward	so	that	their	weight	
comes	forward	and	can	be	used	to	your	advantage	in	the	
technique.	

Kotegaeshi	 (Japanese;	koe-tuh-guy-she);	“Wrist	twist/reversal”.		A	joint	
lock	applied	to	the	wrist.	It	can	be	used	as	a	lock,	a	submission,	
or	as	a	means	to	off	balance	an	opponent	leading	to	a	throw	or	
takedown.	

Kumite	 (Japanese;	koo-me-tay);	Bout	or	sparring	match.	
Kuzushi	 (Japanese;	koo-zoo-shee);	“Unbalancing”;	to	unbalance	or,	more	

accurately,	to	destroy	balance	or	destroy	the	base	of	balance.			
	

Kyu	 (Japanese;	queue);	Student	level	grade	in	Japanese	martial	arts.		
Typically,	kyu	rankings	range	from	highest	to	lowest,	so	6th	kyu	
is	lower	than	1st	kyu	in	rank,	for	example.	

Kyung	nae	 (Korean;	kung-nigh);	Bow.	“Rei”	is	the	Japanese	equivalent.	
Mae	Hadaka	Jime	
/	Guillotine	Choke	

(Japanese;	my-hah-dock-uh-jee-may);	Actually	a	strangle,	this	
technique	can	render	an	opponent	unconscious	in	as	little	as	6	
seconds	by	cutting	off	the	blood	supply	to	the	brain	via	the	
carotid	arteries.		The	technique	is	done	by	wrapping	an	arm	
deeply	around	an	opponent’s	neck,	while	facing	the	opponent,	
such	that	the	elbow	is	seated	well	under	their	chin.		The	wrist	of	
the	choking	arm	is	then	grabbed	by	the	other	hand	and	drawn	
upwards,	tightening	and	applying	the	strangle.	Great	care	must	
be	exercised	at	all	times	when	training	or	using	any	technique	
of	this	type.	

Marui	 (Japanese;	mah-roo-ee);	“Circular	movement”.	A	principle	used	
and	applied	to	redirect	any	linear	force	from	an	opponent.	

Mushin	 (Chinese,	Japanese;	moo-shin);	Literally,	“no	mind”.		A	state	of	
mental	focus	without	any	distracting	thoughts	or	concern;	total	
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focus	on	an	opponent	or	technique.		No	fear,	no	concern,	no	
anger,	no	ego.	

Naginata	 (Japanese;	nah-gee-nah-tuh);	Sickle	spear.		A	long	pole	with	a	
very	sharp,	curved	sickle	attached	to	the	end,	counterweighted	
on	the	opposite	end	with	a	small	weight.		Used	by	Samurai	
cavalry	and	ground	forces	to	attack	other	horse-mounted	
forces.		Also	commonly	practiced	by	women	in	Samurai	families	
to	defend	the	household	while	Samurai	warriors	were	away.		
Today	it	is	most	widely	practiced	by	women	in	Japan.	

Nunchaku	 (Japanese;	noon-chah-koo);	“twin	arm-length”	sticks	secured	
with	a	rope	or	chain.		Of	Okinawan	origin,	it	was	first	used	as	a	
farming	implement	to	pound	grain.	

Okuri	Eji	Jime	 (Japanese;	oh-koor-ee-ee-jee-jee-me);	“Sliding	lapel	choke”.		
Actually	a	strangle	applied	using	the	opponent’s	collars.		Can	be	
combined	with	various	rolling	techniques	as	well.	

Omoplata	/	Ashi	
Garame	

(Portuguese);	Shoulder	lock,	using	the	leg.	

O	Soto	Gari	 (Japanese;	Oh-soh-toe-gah-ree);	Major/big	outer	leg	
reap/sweep.		A	sweep	whereby	you	secure	the	lapel	and	elbow	
of	an	opponent,	step	to	the	outside	of	their	leg,	and	sweeping	
their	leg	as	you	drive	them	to	the	ground.	Kuzushi	is	critical,	as	
in	every	technique.		Kuzushi	in	O	Soto	Gari	is	applied	by	driving	
the	opponent’s	body	weight	onto	the	back	quarter	of	the	heel	of	
the	foot	you	are	sweeping.	

O	Uchi	Gari	 (Japanese;	Oh-oo-chee-gah-ree);	Major	Inner	Reap.		A	
takedown/sweep	technique	whereby	you	step	into	an	opponent	
and	sweep	their	leg.	Kuzushi	is	to	the	opponent’s	rear	or	to	
their	side	if	moving	in	a	circular	fashion.	

Pa-Roh	/	Pa-Role	
/	Pa-Ro	/	Ba-Roh	

(Korean;	pah-row	or	pah-roll);	Return	(to	starting	position).	

Randori	 (Japanese;	ran-door-ee);	Free	sparring,	free	practice.	
Ryu	 (Japanese;	ree-you);	School,	style.		Examples:	Shorin-ryu,	

Isshin-ryu	are	schools/styles	of	Karate.	
Sai	 (Japanese;	sigh);		Fork.		A	Karate	weapon	made	from	a	hay	

baling	tool.		It	can	be	used	to	trap	the	sword	of	a	Samurai	and	
deliver	fatal	counterstrikes.	

Sankaku	Jime	 (Japanese;	sahn-kah-koo	gee-may);	Triangle	choke.		Technically	
a	strangle,	this	technique	has	several	variations.		It	can	be	
applied	using	the	arms	or	legs.		In	either	case,	the	arm,	or	leg,	is	
wrapped	around	the	back	of	the	opponent’s	neck	such	that	the	
bicep,	or	thigh,	compresses	the	carotid	artery	on	one	side	of	the	
opponent’s	neck.		The	other	arm,	or	leg,	is	then	used	to	lock	the	
first	limb	in	place	and	to	trap	one	of	the	opponent’s	arms,	such	
that	the	opponent’s	arm	is	compressed	against	the	other	artery.	
The	general	shape	of	the	technique	resembles	a	triangle.		It	can	
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render	an	opponent	unconscious	in	as	little	as	6	seconds	and	as	
such	must	be	practiced	and	done	with	great	care.	

Sensei	 (Japanese;	sen-say);	Literally,	“one	who	was	born	before”.		
Commonly	used	and	translated	as	“teacher”.		Born	before	does	
not	mean	chronological	age	but	is	intended	to	mean	being	more	
experienced	in	something,	a	teacher.	

Shiho	Nage	 (Japanese;	she-hoe-nah-gay);	“Four	directions	throw”.		An	
Aikido	technique	most	often	done	in	response	to	an	opponent	
grabbing	your	wrist.		It	is	based	on	sword	technique	and	has	
several	variations,	including	taking	the	opponent	to	the	ground	
into	a	pinning	submission,	or	simply	throwing	the	opponent.	

Tae	Kwon	Do	 (Korean;	tie-kwon-dough);	“Way	of	foot	and	fist”.		A	generic	
term	for	the	various	schools	of	Korean	martial	art	emphasizing	
strikes	using	kicks	and	hand	techniques	and	other	parts	of	the	
body	to	strike.		Tae	Kwon	Do	was	unified	in	the	1950’s	by	
General	Choi	and	became	an	Olympic	sport	in	1988.	There	are	
many	different	kwans,	or	styles,	of	Tae	Kwon	Do.	

Tanto	 (Japanese;	tan-tow);	“Dagger”.		The	tanto	was	often	carried	by	
Samurai	women	inside	the	sleeve	of	their	kimono.	

Tatami	 (Japanese);	Mat.			
Tomoe	Nage	 (Japanese;	toe-moe-nah-gay);	Circle	throw.		A	sutemi	(sacrifice)	

style	throw	whereby	you	step	into	an	opponent,	place	your	foot	
on	the	opponent’s	hip	and	draw	them	forward	while	you	fall	
backward	(hence,	sacrificing	your	position)	and	throwing	them	
over	you	as	you	fall.		The	Tomoe	Nage	can	be	used	to	simply	
throw	an	opponent,	or	the	student	has	the	option	of	rolling	with	
the	opponent	and	ending	up	in	the	mount	position.	

Tonfa	 (Japanese;	tohn-fah);	A	Karate	weapon	made	from	the	handle	of	
a	grain	or	rice	mill.		Modern	police	batons	are	based	on	the	
Tonfa.	

Tsuri	Goshi	 (Japanese;	tsoor-ee-go-she);	Lifting	Hip	throw.		A	throw	
executed	by	stepping	into	an	opponent,	sliding	one	arm	behind	
their	back	(or	neck	or	upper	shoulder)	and	grabbing	their	belt,	
the	other	hand	grasping	their	elbow,	and	throwing	the	
opponent	over	the	hips	as	you	lift.	

Ude	Garame	 (Japanese;	oo-dee-guh-rah-me);	“Arm	entanglement”.		A	basic	
movement	of	entrapment	of	an	opponent’s	arm	by	encircling	it	
with	one’s	own	arm	and	grasping	the	forearm	of	your	other	arm	
(also	often	called	a	“figure-four”	frame).	Ude	Garame	is	almost	
always	combined	with	other	movements	to	form	a	complete	
technique.	

Ukemi	 (Japanese;	oo-kem-me);	Falling.		Breakfalls	of	any	type.		Falling	
technique,	practice.	

Wakizashi	 (Japanese;	wok-ka-zah-shee);	Short	sword.		Secondary	weapon	
of	the	Samurai.		Together	with	the	Katana,	comprised	the	
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“Daisho”	or	“twin	swords”	carried	by	the	Samurai.	
Waza	 (Japanese;	wah-zah);	Technique.		E.g.	Nage-waza	means	

“throwing	technique”.	
	
	
	


